
HOW TO FUNDRAISE WITH GLOWSTICKS LTD! 

The ultimate guide on making your GlowStick LTD products hit those fundraising targets 
for you. 

Here is what we have learned at Glowsticks LTD  (www.glowsticksltd.co.nz), on how 
people are very successfully using our products to fundraise or just to earn some cash for 
that big holiday!  
If you follow these points and use some imagination yourself you will have no problem 
selling well. We often get orders in the thousands of dollars and the purchasers are 
making 5, 6, 7 times that by following these core points. 
 

  
1.     Most importantly, have 
fun! Your attitude is the most 
important factor in selling glow 
products at any event. If you 
are enjoying the event, 
wearing/using the product 
yourself, and the rest of your 
team are equally ecstatic, it's 
a lot more conducive to great 
sales!  
A happy smile, a friendly 
gesture, and the odd give-
away goes a long way. If you 
need helpers, ask the most 
bubbly, energetic, fun-loving 
people you know to give you a 
hand - it's all about attitude. 
When a customer approaches 
your stall, hand them one of 

your products immediately so they can hold it, play with it, and feel that they want it. 
Don't ever ask a customer 'Would you like to buy one?', instead ask them 'How many 
would you like?' - little things like this can make a huge difference to your sales. 

 

2.     Make sure the event has a dark setting 
or is at night - Glowsticks only glow brightly at 
night! Trying to sell Glowsticks in the day time 
is pointless, people need to see what they do, 
how bright and impressive they are, and this 
can only be done at night, or in a dark room. 
  

http://www.glowsticksltd.co.nz/


 

3.     Ensure you are well prepared to 
sell all of the product. Take time to 
do the math before the event. 
Example: You are selling alone, the 
average sale takes 20 seconds and 
you have a 2 hour window to sell the 
product. The maximum number of 
sales you can expect is 360. 
Increase your sales by having 
people help you from multiple selling 
points. If your selling at a large event 
then ensure each stall has adequate 
stock. To cut down on time for each 
sale make sure prices are in whole 
dollars and you have a lot of spare 
change for notes. 

4.     If you are selling at a 
school disco or club event 
where it may not be common 
for Glowsticks to be available, 
make sure people know that 
Glowsticks will be there! 
Advertise your prices in 
advance to let people know 
what money they need to 
bring. Especially if they're kids 
and need it from their parents! 

 
  

5.     At the event, get the word out 
as soon as it's dark enough for the 
product to look impressive. Either 
have some of your team walk 
around with the product or try 
handing out a few free giveaways to 
people to spread the word. It helps if 
your team have a few of the 
different Glowsticks on as well (ie: 

they are wearing them) - products such as the Super Foam Thunder Stick are excellent at 
gathering an enormous amount of attention. As soon as people see the Glowsticks they 
want to get some themselves and your sales will start from there. 



 
  

6.    Make sure you order enough! Usually on average 
(per person), customers will purchase at least 2 
Glowsticks/LED items. So; (people at event) x (2) = 
number of Glowsticks or LED items you will need. You 
will be able to increase this by offering large savings 
on bulk purchases. 
  

 

7.     Move around when you sell to increase the 
number of people exposed to Glowsticks then the 
ability to purchase is increased markedly. Ideally, if 
you have enough helpers, have some roam with the 
product and sell it from a bucket or tray, and also 
have manned stalls which handle the bulk of 
purchases. 
  

 

8.     Offer bulk pricing - e.g. 1 for $1 or 3 
for $2. It helps to get more sales of all the 
products you are selling, and can 
encourage higher spends per person. It 
also makes customers feel like they have 
walked away with a good deal and they'll 
be more likely to spread the word. 
   

 

9.     Whether you're a seasoned fundraiser, or it is 
your first time, try some new products at the next 
event. It's a great way to keep the fundraising events 
fresh, and you'll enjoy them so much yourself your 
enthusiasm will sell the product itself! 
   



 
10.     Our most popular products are: 
• 100 PACK - Glow Bracelets - 5mm 
• 50 PACK - 6” Bulk Wrapped GlowSticks 
• 100 PACK - Assorted Finger Lights 
• Super Foam Thunder Sticks 
  
Try all of these at your next event!! 
  

11.     Pricing guide for your event (what you can expect to sell the products for 
successfully), don't be afraid to adjust these prices. They are indicative based on 
successful fundraising events, but certain events (such as concerts etc.) can successfully 
demand higher prices than these: 
  
• 5mm and 6mm Glow Bracelets usually go for approx $1 per Glowstick, and then you 

can offer bulk pricing as mentioned above ‘3 for $2’. 
  
• 40cm Jumbo Glowsticks usually go for $5 each and then you can offer bulk pricing ‘3 

for $10’. 
  
•  6" Glowsticks usually go for $2-3 each and then you can offer bulk pricing ‘3 for $4’. 
  
•  Fingerlights usually for $1 each, and try to sell them in packs of 4 which is what they 

come pre-packaged as. Again then you can apply bulk pricing ‘4 for $4 or 8 for $6’. 
  
•  SuperFoam Thunder Sticks go for between $4-6 dollars depending on the type and 

the event - try to purchase these in bulk from Glowsticks LTD as this will give you the 
most benefit. 

  
• UV Face and Body Paint is best sold if volunteers set up a face/body painting stall and 

paint a picture on people for a price of $4-10 each, then sell the UV Fingerlights 
separately as per above. 

  
We have plenty more Glow products that might be perfect for your event, so have a 
browse and feel free to contact us with any queries. 

So what are you waiting for? Buy your Glow items here!


